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The Mathematics Vision Project

•  Mathematics Vision Project (MVP) Team

•  Aligned to Core Standards

•  Overview of MVP materials



What is the Mathematics Vision Project?

•  The Mathematics Vision Project is an educator-driven initiative to 
provide first-rate curriculum and professional development 
resources to secondary math teachers. 

•  Built from the ground-up by a team of award-winning, math-loving 
education experts, the material is flexible, engaging, and a seamless 
companion to the Common Core. 

•  We believe math is engaging. Our desire is to enable educators to 
teach their students through accessible, engaging, supportive 
curriculum. 



What sets us apart from traditional publishers?

•  Our materials are created from the ground-up to embody the focus, 
coherence, and rigor of the Common Core and immerse students in 
the Standards for Mathematical Practice. 

•  Our materials respect what is known about how students learn 
mathematics as well as the key ideas for how knowledge is 
organized and generated within the discipline of mathematics. 

•  Our curriculum is free and published under a Creative Commons 
license.  Other support materials and professional development are 
available at mathematicsvisionproject.org



Basic Structure of the Materials

•  The underlying design of the materials distinguishes between 
problems and exercises

•  Each problem or exercise has a purpose
–  teach new knowledge
–  bring misconceptions to the surface
–  build skill or fluency
–  engage students in mathematical practice

•  Assignments are purposefully designed
–  “Lessons have a few well-designed problems that 

progressively build and extend understanding.”  
     (K-8 Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core Standards in 
Mathematics)



In-Class Tasks and Ready-Set-Go Assignments

•  In-class tasks are designed to be facilitated by a teacher, with 
students working together to build a balance of conceptual 
understanding and procedural skill.

•  Ready-Set-Go assignments are independent practice that reinforce 
the work done in class and prepare students for upcoming work in 
class.  



For Example:

Problem 

Exercise 



DEVELOP
Understanding

SOLIDIFY 
Understanding

PRACTICE 
Understanding

Task Sequencing 
Comprehensive Mathematics Instruction Framework

!  Develop Understanding tasks 
surface student thinking

!  Solidify Understanding tasks 
examine and extend

!  Practice Understanding tasks 
build fluency



Curriculum

In-Class Tasks 

and
Ready, Set, Go! 
Assignments



Growing Dots



Video of Growing Dots



Growing, Growing 
Dots



What Does It Mean?



What Does It Mean?



Geometric Meanies



Geometric Meanies



I Know, What Do 
You Know?



Using Representations

!  What do we know about linear and exponential functions based on 
these tasks?

!  How do these ideas emerge from the representations?



Take a Look at the Ready-Set-Go Homework



Curriculum Design Principles Supported by the 
Learning Cycle

!  What constitutes a 
Worthwhile Mathematical 
Task?

!  Contextualized or abstract/
symbolic?

!  Amount of scaffolding 
provided?

!  Constraints?

!  Level of cognitive demand?

DEVELOP

Understanding

SOLIDIFY 
Understanding

PRACTICE 
Understanding



Curriculum Design Principles Supported by the 
Learning Cycle

Thinking Through a Unit

!  Ideas: What do we want 
students to know? 

!  Strategies: What do we want 
students to be able to do?

!  Representations: How do we 
want students to make their 
thinking visible?

!  How do ideas, strategies and 
representations differ from the 
beginning to the end of a unit of 
instruction?

DEVELOP

Understanding

SOLIDIFY 
Understanding

PRACTICE 
Understanding



How does the experience of the learner change 
throughout the learning cycle?



Develop Understanding Tasks

!  Low threshold, high ceiling (easy entry, but extendable for all learners)

!  Contextualized (problematic story context, diagrams, symbols)

!  Multiple pathways to solutions or multiple solutions 

!  Surface student thinking (misconceptions and correct thinking)

!  Purposeful selection of the vocabulary, numbers, etc. to reveal rather than 
obscure the mathematics

!  Introduction of a number of representations



Solidify Understanding Tasks

Features of the task (context, scaffolding questions, constraints) 
focuses students’ attention on:

!  looking for patterns and making use of structure

!  looking for repeated reasoning and expressing regularities as 
generalized methods

!  attending to precision in language and use of symbols 

!  constructing viable arguments and critiquing the reasoning of 
others

!  using representations and tools strategically for the purpose of 
developing deeper levels of understanding of mathematical ideas, 
strategies, and/or representations



Practice Understanding Tasks

Practice tasks focused on acquiring fluency:

!  Task involves either reproducing previously learned facts, 
definitions, rules, formulas or models; OR drawing upon 
previously learned facts, definitions, rules, formulas or models; OR 
committing facts, definitions, rules, formulas or models to 
memory

!  An appropriate vehicle of practice is selected (e.g., routines, games, 
worksheets, etc.) which allows for reproducing, drawing upon, or 
committing to memory previously examined mathematics

!  Task focuses on a broad definition of fluency: accuracy, efficiency, 
flexibility, automaticity

  



Practice Understanding Tasks

Practice tasks focused on refining understanding:

•  Task allows student to use reasoning habits to contextualize 
(symbolic to real-world) and decontextualize (real-world to 
symbolic) problems and situations.

•  Tasks involve sufficient complexity to refine mathematical 
thinking beyond rote memorization

•  The task requires a high level of cognitive demand because 
students are required to draw upon multiple concepts and 
procedures, make use of structure and recognize complex 
relationships among facts, definitions, rules, formulas and/
or models

  



Unpacking the Mathematics of the Learning Cycle

•  What is the conceptual, procedural, and representational 
understanding that is emerging from the work in the learning 
cycle?

•  How does the mathematical understanding change from the 
beginning to the end of the learning cycle?

 



DEVELOP
Understanding

SOLIDIFY 
Understanding

PRACTICE 
Understanding

Task Sequencing 
Comprehensive Mathematics Instruction Framework

!  Develop Understanding tasks 
surface student thinking

!  Solidify Understanding tasks 
examine and extend

!  Practice Understanding tasks 
build fluency



The Teaching Cycle 
 

 
 

Launch 

Explore 

Discuss 



The Teaching Cycle: Launch

How will you . . . 

•  hook and motivate students; 

•  provide schema (the problem setting, the mathematical context, 
and the challenge) for the mathematical task; 

•  provide tools, information, vocabulary, conventions and 
notations, as necessary; and 

•  describe what the expectations are for the finished task without 
giving away too much of the problem and leaving the potential of 
the task intact? 



The Teaching Cycle: Explore

•  How will you organize and encourage students to explore, 
investigate, experiment, look for patterns, make conjectures, 
collect and record data, participate in group discussions, and 
revisit and revise their thinking relative to the mathematical 
ideas intended to be elicited by the task? 

•  What will you look for and listen for as you observe students?

•  What will you accept as evidence of student understanding?

•  What questions will you ask to stimulate, redirect, focus, and 
extend the students’ mathematical thinking? 



The Teaching Cycle: Discuss

•  How will you select which students will present and discuss 
their solutions and strategies?

•  How will you determine what ideas to pursue in depth and 
what to defer for another time?

•  How will you decide whether to contribute to the discourse 
by providing additional information (e.g., vocabulary, 
conventions, notation), suggesting other models, 
demonstrating alternative strategies, clarifying difficult 
issues; or to allow students to continue to struggle to make 
sense of an idea or concept? 



Something to Talk 
About



The Teaching Cycle 
 

 
 

Launch 

Explore 

Discuss 
1. Anticipate student thinking 

2. Monitor student thinking 
3. Select student thinking 

4. Sequence student thinking 

5. Connect student thinking 

Connected to the 5 practices 
of Orchestrating Discussions 



Five Practices for Facilitating Mathematical Discourse

1.  Anticipate student thinking. Work the task yourself. 

2.  Monitor students as they work. Circulate around the room and ask 
students how they are thinking about what they have written.

3.  Select students for the classroom discussion. Have a method for 
keeping track of who you have selected

4.  Sequence student work.

5.  Connect.  Help students to make connections among the ideas 
presented.



The 0 Practice 

Have clear mathematical goals and a task that supports the goals.  



Something to Talk About

•  How is the rate of growth for this context different from the rate of 
growth in Growing Dots and Growing, Growing Dots? 

•  How does the rate of growth show up in different representations? 
(e.g., in a table, in a graph, in a recursive rule) 

•  How can we represent this sequence with an explicit equation? 
•  How does the structure of the diagram support this work?



Scott’s Macho 
March



Scott’s Macho March

•  How did you extend your thinking that emerged in Something to 
Talk About as you worked on this task? 

•  What ideas, strategies or representations got solidified for you?

•  What connections can be made between the work of the first part 
of the task (describing push ups per day) and the last part of the task 
(describing the accumulated push ups for the month)?  Why do 
these relationships exist?



The Tortoise and 
the Hare



Tortoise and the Hare

•  How are the contexts of the three tasks worked on today similar, 
and how are they different?  

•  How are the quadratic representations we have seen today similar 
and how are they different?

•  How does quadratic and exponential behavior compare?



What Are the Features of Quadratic Functions?

•  Based on your work in these three tasks, what are some of the 
defining features of quadratic functions?

•  More generally what ideas about function can we add to the work 
form Secondary Math I ?

•  To this point, what similarities and differences do you notice in the 
nature of the work from Math I and Math II? 



Day 2 



DEVELOP
Understanding

SOLIDIFY 
Understanding

PRACTICE 
Understanding

Task Sequencing 
Comprehensive Mathematics Instruction Framework

!  Develop Understanding tasks 
surface student thinking

!  Solidify Understanding tasks 
examine and extend

!  Practice Understanding tasks 
build fluency



The Teaching Cycle 
 

 
 

Launch 

Explore 

Discuss 



The Teaching Cycle: Launch

How will you . . . 

•  hook and motivate students; 

•  provide schema (the problem setting, the mathematical context, 
and the challenge) for the mathematical task; 

•  provide tools, information, vocabulary, conventions and 
notations, as necessary; and 

•  describe what the expectations are for the finished task without 
giving away too much of the problem and leaving the potential of 
the task intact? 



The Teaching Cycle: Explore

•  How will you organize and encourage students to explore, 
investigate, experiment, look for patterns, make conjectures, 
collect and record data, participate in group discussions, and 
revisit and revise their thinking relative to the mathematical 
ideas intended to be elicited by the task? 

•  What will you look for and listen for as you observe students?

•  What will you accept as evidence of student understanding?

•  What questions will you ask to stimulate, redirect, focus, and 
extend the students’ mathematical thinking? 



The Teaching Cycle: Discuss

•  How will you select which students will present and discuss 
their solutions and strategies?

•  How will you determine what ideas to pursue in depth and 
what to defer for another time?

•  How will you decide whether to contribute to the discourse 
by providing additional information (e.g., vocabulary, 
conventions, notation), suggesting other models, 
demonstrating alternative strategies, clarifying difficult 
issues; or to allow students to continue to struggle to make 
sense of an idea or concept? 



Something to Talk 
About



The Teaching Cycle 
 

 
 

Launch 

Explore 

Discuss 
1. Anticipate student thinking 

2. Monitor student thinking 
3. Select student thinking 

4. Sequence student thinking 

5. Connect student thinking 

Connected to the 5 practices 
of Orchestrating Discussions 



Five Practices for Facilitating Mathematical Discourse

1.  Anticipate student thinking. Work the task yourself. 

2.  Monitor students as they work. Circulate around the room and ask 
students how they are thinking about what they have written.

3.  Select students for the classroom discussion. Have a method for 
keeping track of who you have selected

4.  Sequence student work.

5.  Connect.  Help students to make connections among the ideas 
presented.



The 0 Practice 

Have clear mathematical goals and a task that supports the goals.  



Something to Talk About

•  How is the rate of growth for this context different from the rate of 
growth in Growing Dots and Growing, Growing Dots? 

•  How does the rate of growth show up in different representations? 
(e.g., in a table, in a graph, in a recursive rule) 

•  How can we represent this sequence with an explicit equation? 
•  How does the structure of the diagram support this work?



What Are the Features of Quadratic Functions?

•  Based on your work in these tasks, what are some of the defining 
features of quadratic functions?

•  More generally what ideas about function can we add to the work 
form Secondary Math I ?

•  To this point, what similarities and differences do you notice in the 
nature of the work from Math I and Math II? 



Transformers:  
Shifty y’s



Transformers:  Shifty y’s

•  What is the goal of this task?

•  What ideas are available for students after doing this task?



Transformers:  More 
Than Meets the y’s



Building the Perfect 
Square



Putting Pieces Together

Square
 side length = x units 
Area = x2    square units Square

 side length = 1 unit
Area = 1 square unit

Rectangle 
length = x units
width = 1 unit
Area = x square units





Building the Perfect Square

•  What is the connection between completing the square and 
transformations?



Throwing an 
Interception



Throwing an Interception

•  What is the main focus of this task?

•  How would you describe the approach to finding the x-intercepts? 

•  How is the need for the quadratic formula motivated?



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

What are the foundational concepts for the procedures in these tasks?

•  Graphing parabolas using transformations

•  Completing the square

•  Quadratic formula



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

“Effective teaching of mathematics builds fluency with procedures on 
a foundation of conceptual understanding so that students, over time, 
become skillful in using procedures flexibly as they solve contextual 
and mathematical problems.”

Principles to Actions:  Ensuring Mathematical Success for All, 
National Council Teachers of Mathematics 2014



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

•  How does the conceptual approach based on students’ knowledge of 
functions provide access to the procedures?  

•  How does the conceptual approach based on students’ knowledge of 
functions provide motivation for the procedures?



Brutus Bites Back 



Brutus Bites Back

•  What conceptual understandings about inverses are surfaced in 
this task?



Flipping Ferraris



Flipping Ferraris

•  What conceptual understandings about inverses are solidified in 
this task?

•  What procedural ideas are being developed?



Tracking the 
Tortoise



Tracking the Tortoise

•  What conceptual understandings about inverses are solidified in 
this task?

•  What procedural ideas are being developed?



Looking at an entire Functions Module

•  Math 1:  Modules 3, 4, 5

•  Math 2: Modules 1, 2, 3, 4

•  Math 3: Module 1, 2, 3, 4, 6



Day 3 



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

“Effective teaching of mathematics builds fluency with procedures on 
a foundation of conceptual understanding so that students, over time, 
become skillful in using procedures flexibly as they solve contextual 
and mathematical problems.”

Principles to Actions:  Ensuring Mathematical Success for All, 
National Council Teachers of Mathematics 2014



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

What are the foundational concepts for the procedures in these tasks?

•  Graphing parabolas using transformations

•  Completing the square

•  Quadratic formula



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

•  How does the conceptual approach based on students’ knowledge of 
functions provide access to the procedures?  

•  How does the conceptual approach based on students’ knowledge of 
functions provide motivation for the procedures?



What needs to be in place to make this happen in the 
classroom?



Looking at an entire Functions Module

•  Math 1:  Modules 3, 4, 5

•  Math 2: Modules 1, 2, 3, 4

•  Math 3: Module 1, 2, 3, 4, 6





Functions Learning Progression:  Linear Functions

Linear Functions

Secondary 
Mathematics I

Secondary 
Mathematics II 

Concepts and Definitions
Constant rate of change
Exchange rate between variables
Arithmetic sequences are discrete linear functions
Comparing linear and quadratic functions
Comparing linear and exponential functions

Module 3
Module 2
Module 4

Modules 3 and 4

 
 
 
 
Module 1 

Procedures
Solving systems of linear equations and inequalities
Writing equations of lines given various information
Changing the form of a linear equation

Module 2
Modules 2, 3, and 
4
Module 4

Tools
Graphs of linear functions
Story contexts for linear functions
Recursive formulas for arithmetic sequences
Point/slope, slope/intercept, and standard form of explicit 
equations
Tables (including using the first difference)

Modules 2, 3, and 
4
Modules 2, 3, and 
4
Module 3
Module 4
Modules 2, 3, and 
4



Functions Learning Progression:  Exponential 
Functions 

Exponential Functions

Secondary 
Mathematics I

Secondary 
Mathematics 
II

Concepts and Definitions
Constant ratio between terms or growth by equal factors over equal 
intervals
Geometric sequences are discrete exponential functions
Comparing linear and exponential functions
Comparing exponential and quadratic functions

Module 3 and 4
Module 4
Module 4

Module 1 

Procedures
Writing equations of exponential functions 
Solving basic exponential equations (without using logarithms)
Recognizing equivalent forms and using formulas

Modules 3 and 4
Module 4
Module 4

Tools
Graphs of exponential functions
Story contexts for exponential functions
Recursive formulas for geometric sequences
Explicit equations for exponential functions
Tables (including using the first difference)

Modules 3 and 4
Modules 3 and 4
Module 3
Modules 3 and 4
Modules 3 and 4



Functions Learning Progression: Quadratic Functions 

Quadratic Functions

Secondary 
Mathematics I

Secondary 
Mathematics II

Concepts and Definitions
Linear rate of change
Product of two linear factors

Module 1
Module 1

Procedures
Factoring
Completing the Square
Graphing using transformations

Module 2
Module 2
Module 2

Tools
Graphs of quadratic functions
Story contexts for quadratic functions
Recursive formulas for quadratic sequences
Factored, vertex, and standard form of explicit equations for 
quadratics
Tables (including using the first and second differences)
Quadratic Formula

Modules 1 and 2
Modules 1 and 2
Module 1
Module 2
Modules 1 and 2

Module 3



Functions Learning Progression:  Inverse Functions and 
Logarithmic Functions

Inverse Functions and Logarithmic Functions
Secondary 
Mathematics II

Secondary 
Mathematics III

Concepts and Definitions
Functions and their inverses “undo” each other 
The domain of a function is the range of its inverse
Definition of a logarithm

Module 5 Module 1
Module 1
Module 1

Procedures
Reflecting the graph of a function to find the graph of 
the inverse
Finding inverse functions from the equation of an 
inverse
Using logarithms to solve exponential equations
Using properties of logarithms

Module 5

Module 5

Module 1

Module 1

Module 2
Module 2

Tools
Story contexts for functions and their inverses
Graphs of functions and their inverses
Tables of functions and their inverses

Module 1
Module 1
Module 1



Functions Learning Progression: Polynomial and 
Rational Functions

Polynomial and Rational Functions

Secondary 
Mathematics II

Secondary 
Mathematics III

Concepts and Definitions
Rate of change (sum of (n-1) degree polynomial)
End behavior of polynomial (including quadratic) and rational 
functions

Module 1
Module 1

Module 3
Module 3 and 4

Procedures
Factoring
Completing the Square (Quadratics)
Finding Roots and Multiplicity
Graphing using transformations

Module 2
Module 2

Module 2
Module 3 and 4

Tools
Graphs of polynomial and rational functions
Story contexts for polynomial and rational functions
Factored form of explicit equations for polynomial and rational 
functions
Standard form of polynomial functions
Tables (including using the first and second differences)
Inverse Variation

Module 3 and 4
Module 3
Module 3 and 4

Module 3
Module 3
Module 4



Functions Learning Progression:  Other Functions 

Other Functions

Secondary 
Mathematics I

Secondary 
Mathematics II

Concepts and Definitions
Relationship between variables such that each input has exactly 
one output
Domain 
Range

Module 4

Modules 3 and 4
Modules 3 and 4

Module 4

Module 1, 2, 4
Module 1, 2, 4

Procedures
Transformation of functions Module 5 Modules 2 and 4

Tools
Graphs of functions
Story contexts for functions
Recursive formulas for functions
Explicit equations using function notation
Tables

Modules 2, 3, 4, 5
Modules 2, 3, 4, 5
Module 3
Module 4, 5
Modules 2, 3, 4,5

Modules 1, 2, 4
Modules 1, 2, 4
Module 1
Modules 1, 2, 4
Modules 1, 2, 4



Tracking the Standards  
 



Big ideas about functions from a  

Mathematics Vision Project perspective: 
 •  Families of functions are defined by their rates of change.

•  Recursive forms reveal rates of change and cumulative change, are 
intuitive for students, and are a natural starting point for thinking 
about functions.  

•  Each of the representations for functions:  table, graph, equation, 
story context, and geometric figures offer different ways to access, 
understand, and communicate the ideas of functions.

•  A deep understanding of a function includes being able to describe 
its mathematical features such as x-intercepts, y-intercept, intervals 
of decrease and increase, end behavior, etc, from any of the 
representations and to connect the features to the type of function 
under consideration.



More Big Ideas About Functions

•  Functions can all be transformed using the same techniques.
•  Procedures and definitions can be formalized based on intuitive 

understanding of concepts.
•  Algebra may be approached from a functions perspective, 

motivating procedures and anchoring student thinking in the work 
of functions. 

•  Understanding of functions grows and builds over time with ideas 
about more complex functions built upon simpler functions and 
combinations of functions, both composed or combined using 
arithmetic operations.  

•  Functions and their inverses are important models for real-life 
phenomena. 


